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SUN

STAR

MAGICIAN

ACE CUPS

HERMIT    ACE SWORDS ACE WANDS    JUSTICE

ACE COINS

FOOL

WHEEL 
OF 
FORTUNE

WORLD

Sprinkle a path of salt, wax, ribbon etc on the energy patterns etc...
(salt is a crystal is deep in the earth, the ocean, our tears, Salt can come from 
outerspace and is found on Mars)

Use a tack with a packet of tea or an herb dried flower feather etc...

Adhere a piece of jewelry you wear often, buttons, cloth, pics etc...

Small items incorporate, guitar pick, paint brush, pencil, money, gems, crystals etc...

Draw symbols pentagrams, om symbal, tree of life, yantra, caduceus, astrology etc...

Chakra colored items, Elemental items, Words of wisdom, magic, spiritual quotes etc...

Create a magic motto a magical motto is a word or phrase chosen to serve as a 
statement of ones will.  Your magical motto is your armor
https://thelemicknights.org/magical-motto/

Sun- Pimary source frequency
Color/Element/Life Path/

Star- The healing gift(s) you bring
Could be several. Dharma, Destiny

Magician- Higher consciousness. 
How you transform your gifts. Could 
be directly related to a particular 
suit/element. The still small voice that 
invokes all elements

Hermit - Active consciousness- focus 
of intent aligned with Magician

Ace swords - What you need to think 
about and analyze how to connect to 
intuition - navigation, child of Hermit

Ace cups - Emotion and 
Relationships/partnerships creative 
juice, child of Magician

Justice - Right Action aligned with 
Star (Dharma) and Wheel (Karma)

Ace Wands - Actions how to move 
forward, child of justice, child of 
Justice

Ace Pentacles- Physical evidence, 
transformation of previous three 
elements, child of Fool

Fool- Earthly presence- daily life, 
focus of intent aligned with Wheel

Wheel - Karma - Fate How we 
combine our physical and spiritual 
processes to burn off karma, create 
more karma, physical earthly work

World - Our mothership and home. 
The gifts and resources we are 
provided to sustain our journey. Our 
sense of belonging
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Look for symmetry and Look for numerical relationships

the roman numerals mirror eachother along with the symbols

What relations
do you see
between the sun
and the world?

1
0

-----
10

How are the
Magician and

Fool the same?

What is their
relationship

to the Wheel?

Remember
The four 

Aces appear
Between 

the Magician 
and the 

Fool
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AS ABOVE 
DHARMA
There is no single-word translation for dharma in Western languages. In Hinduism, dharma 
signifies behaviours that are considered to be in accord with Ṛta, the order that makes life and 
universe possible, and includes duties, rights, laws, conduct, virtues and "right way of living".

The sole aim with which Dharma is advocated is to bring about the evolution of individuals. A 
doctrine preaches, ‘that which is able to bring about evolution is Dharma.

When an individual performs Dharmacharan (Abiding by Dharma) during the course of his life, 
he evolves spiritually.

SO  BELOW
KARMA
means action, work or deed; it also refers to the spiritual principle of cause and effect where 
intent and actions of an individual (cause) influence the future of that individual (effect)

This work is as creation.  Therefore this world is a form of working karma. Work is a form of 
energy. Energy is dynamism or action or work. Matter is energy. Heat, sound etc. are forms of 
energy. Therefore the world which consists of space, matter, light, heat, awareness etc. is 
essentially energy or work only. Work needs the worker. The worker is the steps of your life, 
your spiritual development, and your personality are directly molded by your thoughts and 
actions. Present you - affects future you.  This creative work or dance is the game of universe

AS WITHIN
MEDITATION
Dhyāna in Hinduism means contemplation and meditation.  A part of a self-directed 
awareness and unifying process by which the practitioner realizes Self (Atman, soul), one's 
relationship with other living beings, and Ultimate Reality

SO OUT IT FLOWS
ACTIONS/OUTCOME/JUDGEMENT
Many Hindus hold a theistic view of karma in which a personal god—such as Vishnu or Shiva 
—is responsible for administering karma according to a soul’s actions. Non-theistic strands of 
Hinduism believe that karma is a matter of basic cause-and-effect without the need of a deity 
to mediate the effects.

“As above, so below, as within, so without, as the universe, 
so the soul…”  Hermes Trismegistus

Hermes Trismegistus may be associated with the Greek god 
Hermes and the Egyptian god Thoth.
The Hermetic literature among the Egyptians, which was 
concerned with conjuring spirits and animating statues, inform the 
oldest Hellenistic writings on Greco-Babylonian astrology and on 
the newly developed practice of alchemy. Hermetic philosophy 
rationalized and systematized religious cult practices and offered 
the adept a means of personal ascension from the constraints of 
physical being. 

As a divine source of wisdom, Hermes Trismegistus was credited 
with tens of thousands of highly esteemed writings, which were 
reputed to be of immense antiquity
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The Star
Your Gifts
Dharma

DESTINY
(how you heal)

The Hermit
Your intent

action

Justice
the result of
your action

The Wheel
Your Karma

FATE
(what you are healing)
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Swords   Thoughts create desires

Cups       Desires fuel the fires

Wands    Fires that meld the metal 
               and forge the gold
Coins      
               What we manifest 
               and behold
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The Magician’s Spell



Magician

Ace of Wands

Fool

Ace Coins

Hermit

Ace Swords
Justice

Ace Cups

The Eightfold Path
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Root Chakra (The World)
Feel grounded and safe Relates to: Feelings of stability, safety, home, 
financial security

I am powerful, rooted, and strong.      
The universe will always provide for me.

Sacral Chakra (The Wheel of Fortune)
Flow with the rhythms of life by opening the sacral chakra. Relates to: 
Feelings of sexuality, playfulness, versatility, and creativity

The sweetness of life flows through me, and I radiate its joy.    
I embrace pleasure and abundance.

Solar Plexus Chakra (The Fool)
Realize your personal power by opening the solar plexus chakra. 
Relates to: Feelings personal power, self-esteem, and a sense of 
purpose, action

I stand in my personal power.      
I feel motivated to pursue my purpose.

Heart Chakra (The Four Aces)
Let love in by opening the heart chakra.   Balances the upper and lower 
chakras. The heart emits the most electromagnetic energy and is the 
center of projection of our life  Relates to: Feelings love, compassion, 
and forgiveness, balance and projection

 I welcome love with an open heart.       
I naturally attract and manefest everywhere I go.

   

Chakra Pattern & Affirmations
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Throat Chakra (The Magician)
Speak your inner truth by opening the throat chakra.  Relates to: 
Authentic expression and listening to others speaking the truth

I express myself honestly with clear intent.     
I know when it is time to listen.

Ajna Chakra (The Star)
Trust your intuition by opening the third eye chakra.   Relates to: Strong 
intuition and inner wisdom, the release of the ego

I feel connected to my spiritual truth.     
I let my inner wisdom guide me

Crown Chakra (The Sun)
Connect to the divine by opening the crown chakra. Relates to: Spiritual 
connection, bliss, and enlightenment

   
I go beyond my limiting beliefs    
I am divinely guided and inspired.     I am an extension of the universe.

Chakra Pattern & Affirmations
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